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SUMMARY 

A.   nrnoopcTioN 

B. TICaiOLOGICAL REQOIREMEKTS OF PgVtLOPIBC ECONOMIES 

Th« technology of production 

- should not be capital intensiv«; 

- should perhaps substitute available cheap labor for capital; 

- level of sophistication required should natch the levai of 

education; 

- should be econonlcal at a small scale when production Batches 

local deaand; 

- should not have excessive deaands for infrastructure development; 

- should avoid compounding the prob le« of excessive urbanisation; 

- should be "appropriate1* - optimise available resources of capita) 

labor and raw materials. 

C. CHARACTmiSITCS OF THE MCTALLUnClCAL IWPUSTRY 

The extractive netallurglcsl industry is characterised by 
in 

- natal consumption is mainly/developed countries; 

- already capital intensive; 

- procaaa development ta in the *at have been ain«d at reduction in 

labor Input; 

- quality requirement« are such that usually labor cannot be sub- 

stituted for capital; 

- quality requirements becoming more stringent; 

- the structure of ore marketing and natal marketing In the O.S. 

and Canada la such that the profita are node in mining ani 

fabrication and not In primary natal production. 
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- ««tractive Metallurgical procedures for the principal metala 

are baaed on electrometallurgy and pyrometallurgy, aa a 

result, only large scale operations are profitable; 

- the primary metal industry is a Mgh consumer of energy and 

availability of cheap energy in one form or another can have 

a aajor lapact on the economics; 

- transportation economic» important for low cost metala; 

- the smallest sise of an economic prisiary matal production unit 

based on current technology can still be so large as to saturât* 

the internal aarket and raly on the export market for «oat of 

the production; 

- secondary ««tal ia an important factor in tha market. 

HTTALLUIIGICAL IMPOST« FOR DEVELOPIMG COUNTRIES 

- two aodels exist: 

a) Technology Transfer - Adaptation of now western technology 

with miniasi modifications. 

b) Intermediate Technology - Adaptation of old (30-100 years) 

western technology. 

- both are essential but can provide partial solutions because 

a) Technology is not "appropri 'V; 

b) Inappropriate technology tied to financing sources la available 

- have to consider tradeoffs of capital va labor intensity consistent 

with production of quality product. 

- other poaaible aolutions for the future 

Mew processes already developed or under development which hava 

potential for developing economies because they can operata on 

assali scale 
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- Ferrous:    low «haft blast furnace for supplying local foundries; 

•Ini atoal plants. 

- Hydrometallurgy:    not aa sic« sansitive aa pyrometallurgy, e.g., 

copper, lead, zinc. 

- Copper:   Momoda blaat furnace, Outokumpu flash sawlting. 

-   Development of regional markets and regional raaaarch cantara foc 

applied (adaptive) raaaarch. 

1.    OOWCLUSIOMS 

For a primary aatal Industry In a developing country 

- desirable to have a good match between production rate and domestic 

market.    Example, Pb-Zn-auperphosph*te and mini-steal »ill in Migarla. 

Bated on a study of metal Import statistics in various countries, 

the following are possible candidates for local primary metal 

industry.   (Table     ) 

- met,procoas development is expensive and development of appropriate 

technology on a local level, though a desirable end idealistic elm 

perhaps cannot and ahould not be pursued.    A more fruitful approach 

might be adapting technology developed elsewhere to suit national 

beceuaa the old or new technology might not be the most appropriate 

in all caaes, a certain degree of technical sophlsticalon on e 

local level ia desirable so that available technology can be 

evaluated on the basis of local needs. 

Example - ADL experience in eat ting up of a regional research center 

in Brasil. 

'''"*?ZS!3*¡L03Í3EMÉ 





A.  INTRODUCTION 

1. Over the paat decade, tha baaic strategy for rapid development of the leaa 

developed countries haa been baaed largely on maximum stimulation of economic 

growth through «aphasia on large-scale industries using modern technologies 

from the West. Behind thia emphaslo haa been the belief that auch industry 

based on modern technology haa a very high productivity and can therefore 

generate a high rate of savings—the prerequialte to "take-off" in economic 

growth. In the preaent decade, there appeara to be growing uncertainty 

over the optimiam of earlier development strategica. The earlier atrateglaa 

of crash modernisation in general appear to have failed to produce the 

desired economic growth and are aaen aa contributing directly to an inability 

to create full employment, to rapid rural migration and hence to explosive 

expansion of tha urban areaa. It can be argued, however, that economic 

growth haa occurred but has been negated by population growth. These largar 

problema of overall economic strategy mentioned above are relevant to the 

extractive metallurgical induetry because this Industry haa played a 

significant part in the crash modernisation of the economy of developing 

countries. 

2. The extractive metallurgical industry is a logical candidate for a 

crush modernisation strategy. It la capital intensiv«, with a good potential 

for a high ptyout. Metala are essentially a high valued commodity traded 

in the world markets. In general, the producta of a mining or metallurgical 

induatry baaed on reaources in a developing country can be transported a 

considerable diatance to the marketa and the country bcneflta from thia 

source of foreign exchanga. Many of the developing countriea have already 

proven deposits of metala and are currently engaged in some phase of the 

raining and extraction bualneaa. Forward Integration into the extraction of 

primary metala therefore appeara to be a way of increasing the possible 

economic benefits that can bo accrued from additional exploitation of an 
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int.m.1 "source. The availability of primary metal in a developing 

country «ay be expected to further economic growth through generating 

aatellite industries based on the primary metal. 

3.      This paper is an attempt to look at the issues involved in trans- 

ferring extractive metallurgical technology to the developing countries. 

Our examination «ill f i»t consider th. requirements for technology in 

developing economies and comparo the» with the characteristic, of the 

metallurgical industry to see whether the industry as it exists today is 

responsive to these requirent*.    We will then review the appropriateness 

of the available technology to the needs of the developing countries.    V. 

will identify the trends in technological development in the West and the 

prognosis for the future.   Finally, we will present a few ca.. hiatori... 

1.    THE C0WC1PT OF APPBOPEIATE TECHNOIOCY 

4       In tha developed countries,  technological progrea. in extractiva 

metallurgy ha. been the cult- of aever.l interacting factor..    A. 

induatry ha. operated in a cli.ate of increa.ing labor rata., growing 

.«tot demand and »or. stringent .pacification, for the quality of th. 

product..   A. a result, the industry has developed largar and mora affi ei-t 

.it. to »eat th. market demand and reduce th. labor required par ton of 

product while increa.ing the sophi.tic.tion necea.ary to operata   ha proca... 

A. .xa.pl.a-    one .ees the blast furnace increaaing in ai.a fro. 20 fa. 

to 30 feat and now about 40 feet in diameter; width of copper ravarbaratory 

furnaca. increa.ing fro« 20 feet to 40 feet; open hearth capacity fro« 

50-too/unit to 500-ton/unit; and ba.ic oxygen .te.lmakin» furnace. 

fro. 15 ton. to several hundred tons.    The average si.ad production unit, 

today would have bean considered unusually large a gan.ration or two ago. 

5       Th. phra-e "w«.t.rn technology" a. u.ed in this papar rapr—nt. th. 

typ. of technology that ha. developed fro. such con.idarationa a. di.cu.aad 

abova and accordingly is highly capital int.n.ive and di.tinctly labor 

aaving.   The trade-off between labor and capital in wast.m technology i. 

ba.ed on confions attempts to maximize the returns on inve.t.d «.id. 

Thu., western technology may often be inappropriate for th. condition. 

of .caree capital and abundant labor and small internal «arkat. found in 

the developing countries today. 
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6. W« have used the general t«rm "appropriate technology" to describe 

technology that is relevant to a particular economic environment in a 

developing country.    In general,  the appropriate technology in developing 

countries would be less capital intensive, would allow substitution of 

readily available labor for capital where this is practical, be operable 

at a small scale when the production can match the local demand, would 

require a level of technical sophistication that matches the local level 

of education, and would be relatively self-sufficient and not put 

excessive demands for new infrastructure development.    In short, "appropriate 

technology" is one that optimizes the available resources of capital labor 

and raw materials In a particular economic climate.    By optimise, we do 

not necessarily mean a cash flow return on investment, although this can 

be an important element if foreign capital Is Involved. 

C.    CHARACTERISTICS OF THE EXTRACTIVE METALLURGICAL 1HDU8TRY 

7. For the purpose of this discussion, we have defined extractive metal- 

lurgical Industry as being thet segment of the Industry which i» Involved 

with the mining and processing of ores up through the production of primary 

metals but excluding the fabrication and mechanical working aspects.    In 

this paper we will emphasise the processing and metal production aspects 

rather than the geological, exploration and mining aspects of the industry. 

The western extractive metallurgical industry is characterised by the 

following: 

(1)   Capital Intensity 

8. The capital intensity of the industry, as noted above, basically results 

from technologicel improvement over the past century in response to 

increaeingly larger market«, increasing labor rates and more stringent product 

quality apecificatlona.    Furthermore, while demend for the merils has 

increased, the available ore deposits hsve become lower in grade.    More 

efficient procedures have become vital ta reduce the cost of performing 

the operations which were formerly accomplished by manual labor.    These 

procedure« heve Involved the development of large-scale mining equipment and 

mining techniques, the introduction of revolutionery new materiale 

handling eyeteme, the development of equipment for large-scale crushing 

and grinding of the ores, the development of more efficient concentration 
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methods  (such as flotation) and the us« of increasingly complex and 

sophisticated pyrotnetaliurgical and slectrometallurgical processes for 

the production of marketable primary metals. 

9. Pyrometallurgy has been the workhorse of the Industry and the major 

industrial metals, with the exception of aluminum, are extracted by pyro- 

metallurglcal procedures which traditionally have required significant 

expenditures of energy for setal recovery.    In pyrometallurgy, heat 

lusses from small-capacity units can be prohibitively high especially when 

the cost of energy is high; hence, the economies in energy consumption 

obtainable in large-scale operations are important.    Thus, the trend 

toward» bigness in the extractive metallurgical industry is one consequence 

cf the available-pyrometallurgical technology of the past century. 

(2)    Labor 

10. Technological trends mentioned above are one reason for the capital 

intensity of western technology. Some additional capital Intensity has been 

added in an attempt to substitute easily available capital for the scarce 

and relatively high cost labor. Thus the output of metal per unit input of 

labor has increased steadily over the years. On the other hand, quality 

labor has not been displaced entirely. In a sense, the adaptation of »ore 

complex technology in the metallurgical industry has been cybernetic. It 

has freed qualified labor fro« the drudgery and hazards involved In pro- 

ducing metals and has created a demand for highly qualified personnel. 

Sensing and control devices have not yet been perfected to the stage where 

they can effectively substitute for the experienced operator. Some examples 

where experienced labor is required ate:  the control of a grinding mill 

by listening to its sound; the control of flotation and other concentration 

devices by sight and feel; the control of pyrometallurgical operations by 

visual examination of chilled samples; and the control of such rapid 

operations such as converting in the ferrous and non-ferrous areas by 

observation. The necessity for qualified and experienced labor makes ex- 

tractive metallurgy an art to a large extent, but we should realize that 

the art is a new one based on man-machine interaction and that the older 

art that existed before the creation of the machine is essentially lost 

in western technology. 
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(3)   **» Hat« rial». Energy, Trim por ft ion and Market» 

11. The coat of «etal production is sensitive to the coat of available 
raw «ataríais and aven «ore so to the cost of energy:    fuel oil, gas, 

coal and electricity.    Thin la because large »mount, of energy are required 

for »seal production by pyro«etallurgical and electrometallurgical technology, 

12. The market, of primary .«tal. exi.t mainly in the developed countries 

«id transportation coat, fro« «ine to «arket play a »ajor part m determining 

the profitability of extractive «atallurgical operutlone, especially for 
the lower coat »etala.    Even so. the cost structure for each extractive 

•atallurgical operation can be ao variable that, in general, «etala should 

ba considered «a world coaawdltleat the cost of tranaportation of the 

finished product to the «arket being only one co.pon.ot of the overall coat. 

<*>   Taxation 

13.    The structure of the ore Marketing and «etal «arketlng In the United 

States, Canada and In other countries that allow a depletion allowance la 

•«eh that the profita are «ade in «lnlng or in fabrication but not in 

pri«ary «etal production.    Thla is because the depletion allowance is a par- 

cantata of the value of the firat marketable product; for instance, iron 

ore or   peliate in the iron and ataal indu.try and a flotation concentrata 

in the baaa ««tal industry.    In vertically integrated compañía, aa found 

In North America, the depletion allowance can be «axlalsed (and taxas 

«lnialsed) by «axial.ing the value of these products; hence, the conversion 

of these producta to primary »etal becomes a low profit or sarò profit 
operation for integrated producer.. 

(5)    Secondary Matal« 

14.    The recycling of aecondary «atala la both the ferrous and the non-ferrous 

industries can supply . considerable portion of the »arket deaund for that 

particular metal,    in several area., western technology relias on the avail- 

ability of acrap metal aa a part of the feed.    In a newly Industrialised 

country, the acrap is not available in the quant i tie. or at the price required 

by certain procese...    For ine tance, a «all, non-integra tad ataal «ill in a 

developing country baaed on electric furnace melting of steel acrap might not 

be economical because of th« high coat of imported acrap and might have to 
be baaed on preraduced iron pelleta. 
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P.    APPROPRIATE EXTRACTIVE METALLURGICAL TECHNOLOGY 

15. The previous discussion indicates that the extractive metallurgical 

technology which IH available today is not usually appropriate to the 

needs of developing economies.    Even if modified  (and thus more appropriate) 

technology were available, there can be several non-teclmological factors 

that influence the type of metallurgical technology that is transferred to 

a developing country.    For example, inappropriate technology is transferred 

«olely because it is tied to financing sources.    In a similar vein, planners 

from Western or Western trained nation« are more familiar with western technology 

and tend to develop plans preferring these techniques.    The practice of 

international bidding on contracts and the requirement that projects meet 

international standards also tends to force projects toward the latest 

capital intensive technology.. 

16. In many developing countries of the world,  the prices for available 

comaoditie» do not represent their relative scarcities so that the price 

picture is distorted.    This can include high labor rates in a country with 

abundant unemployed labor and an economic climate that favors capital 

intensive rather than labor intensive endeavors such as unusually low interest 

rates, easy availability of foreign exchange, accelerated depreciation and 

tax holidays.    As a result of these factors, the most "appropriate" technology 

can indeed be the capital intensive technology of the West. 

17. In recent years  there has been much reference to the terms, "technology 

transfer" and "intermediate technology."   A rigorous definition of either 

term doer not exist but It is generally assumed that "technology transfer" 

refers to the adaptation of western technology with minimal modifications, 

whereas "intermediate technology" refers to a conscious attempt to revive 

and utilice western technology of the mid-nineteenth century and early 

twentieth century when the per capita income was roughly the same as the 

average for the developing countries today.    "Intermediate technology" can 

also cover more modern technologies which are less capital intensive and uee 

relatively large amounts of labor. 

18. In the extractive metallurgical area, the "intermediate technology" 

label can cause confusion because of its chronological connotation.    For 
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example, much of the rtcent technology in extractive Metallurgy has been 

developed outalde the U. S., e.g., basic oxygen s tee leaking, Imperial Suiting 

process, continuous casting,  the flash smelting process and the Worcra process. 

However,  the older U. S.  technology is more capital intensive and is 

"intermediate" only from the chronological standpoint.    This also shows 

that the term "western technology" although in popular use can no longer 

be used to indicate the geographical distribution of developed technology. 

19. In the remainder of this section we will examine the appropriateness 

of available extractive metallurgical techniques for developing countries 

Involving the major metals, namely, iron and steel on the ferrous side 

and cooper, lead and sine on the non-ferrous side.    We have excluded the 

technology of aluminum extraction because it has remained unchanged ever 

since aluminum became a commercial metal.    Alternate technologies in this 

industry although visible are not especially pertinent to the needs of 

developing countries who, In general, have extensive reserves of bauxite. 

20. Our approach will be to classify the available technology Into three 
groups i 

21. e    technology in which it Is still possible to substitute labor 

for capital and produce a marketable metal; 

22. s   advanced technology Milch has been developed recently or is 

under development which makes it economical to produce a 

primary metal on a small scale in keeping with the local 
demand; and 

23. •   advanced large-scale capital intensive technology which can 

bo appropriate for developing countries under special 

circumstances. 

24. Ho would like to emphasise that this classification is artificial and 

apodal situations exist which can reveal now strategies for the development 

of an appropriate oetallurgical industry.    Some auch special situations will 
bo discussed later. 

U)    Industries where Labor can be Substituted for Capital 

25. Our examination of the extrective metallurgical technology indicates 

thet there are still a few erees where an acceptable quality product can be 
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made by substituting large amounts oí labor for capital  in a small scale 

operation.    Almost invariably, high grade ore or concentrate free fro« 

iapuritiea is required.    A prominent example of such a process  is ore 

hearth »melting of high grade lea-1 orea.    Other examples  are  the foundry 

industry,  fire refining,  and electrorefining of copper and purification 

(softening), desilvcrnation and dezincing of lead,    in certain areas of 

the world,   (e.g.,  Brazil)   a metallurgical raw material  (charcoal) can be 

produced at prices competitive with coke by using unskilled  labor.    As a 

case study, we discuss in Appendix A a metallurgical complex  for producing 

lead by ore hearth smelting in Nigeria.    Our preliminary examination of 

the subject indicates that  the metallic  lead produced could be utilized in 

Nigeria and could  form a nucleus  for several satellite industries. 

(2)    Advanced Te^no1nfiy which can Operate Economically_ojnL^aJmajl^ScaU 

26.    There have been several developments in the process metallurgy field 

which make it possible to operato a metallurgical complex on a small scale. 

The output of such a small plant would be appropriate for the limited local 

demand.    In the ferrous metallurgy area these are;    low shaft blast furnace» 

for supplying local foundries, and mini-steel plants based on melting of 

scrap or prereduced iron ore in electric, furnaces.   The steel produced can 

be continuously cast and rolled to such standard shapes as reinforcing bara 

for the local construction industry.    In Appendix B we describe briefly the 

factors that are responsible for the increasing popularity of mini-ateel 

plants.    In the non-ferrous area,  the new development«*  involve the modifi- 

cation of shaft furnaces in order to accept finely powdered feed (Momoda 

furnace) or using shaft furnaces  in general for economical small-scale 

operation,application of the flash smelting principle  to sulfide concentrata» 

of copper and lead  (Outokumpu and others), and direct smelting of sulfide» 

of copper or lead in a converter  (ADL proceas and others).    A third area 

ia hydrometallurgy.    Several hydroaetallurgical processe» are in various 

stages of development, for treating sulfide concentrates produced from the 

ores of non-Eerrous metals.    These processes would make it possible to 

operate economically on a small  scale producing a high purity product at 

the same time.    At present there are about 15 such processes under various 

stages of development. 
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27. Because local conditions can vary widely from country to country, the 

newer techniques discussed above are not necessarily the most appropriate 

in all cases. A certain degree of technical sophistication is desirable on 

the local level so that the available technology can be evaluated on the 

basis of local needs. The best way of achieving this is by the formation 

of local centers for industrial development and for applied and adaptive 

research. Efforts at these centers can be aimed at finding appropriate 

solutions for local problems. Por about two years» ADL has been working 

In the state of Minas Gerais in Brazil with the Industrial Development 

Institute (INDI), and organization designed to accelerate the industrial 

growth of the state. Details have been presented in Appendix C. 

(3) Advanced Lar^e-Scale Capital Intensive Technology 

28. In numerous portions of the world the demand for a particular metal is 

not sufficiently large to justify the construction of even a small metal- 

lurgical plant in a particular country for domestic markets. The construc- 

tion and operation of a reasonably sized metallurgical complex can be 

justified, however, if approached on a regional and multi-national basis. 

However, there can be several problems in a multi-national project. Some 

of these are discussed in the context of a West African steel complex based 

on conventional technology in Appendix D. 

29. In certain instances, conventional metallurgical technology can be 

located in a developing country in order to benefit from a local resource 

such as low cost energy. The concept of refining blister copper "in tran- 

sit" is well known in the copper Industry. Blister copper is produced by 

smelters located near the mines and is shipped towards the market». An 

electrolytic refinery can be located in a region between the mine and the 

market which favors low operating costs. The blister copper is thus re- 

fined "in transit" to cathode or wlrebar, the primary marketable product. 

Similarly, direct reduction facilities could be located along the major 

iron ore routes in the world in areas where the fuel costs are low. The 

additional benefit of iron ore or pellet reduction "in transit" would bs 

a substantial decrease in shipping weight. For example, Australian iron 
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or. poll«, could be .etalli.ed "In tfn.it" in Indone.ia en rout, to 

Jap«,. The i«p.ct of low fu.l cost, on economic* of dir.ct reduction 

1. di.cu.Hed in Appendix E. 

30.    The «bove di.cu.sion indicates  that there exist three types of 

technology that can be appropriate under .peci.l circuitane...    The 

developing countries in turn can provide incentives for the generation 

of a »ore appropriate technology by providing a price and  taxation 

.tructur. that favor, labor intensive endeavors    For exemple, . double 

or «ultipie deduction for labor coat., depletion allowance, that are 

proportional to the lebor co-ponent of the operating co.t. and oth.r.. 



APPENDIX A 

USAD SMELTER FOR NICERIA^ 

1. AOL1« work on behalf of the Government of Nigeria throughout 

the period of the I960'a lead to familiarity with the metallurgical 

needs and resources of the country. For this reason, we have choaen 

the example presented below. There are probably aeveral other countries 

in the world where n similar metallurgical complex would be justified. 

2. Deposita of galena and sphalerite (l¿ad and «ine sulfides) are 

known to exist in Nigeria. They begin near Iahiagu in the Eaat Central 

Stat« and »weep north to northwest across the Benue River ala»at to 

the Joa Plateau. Increasing quantities of silver are known to occur 

towards the northern limits of the deposits. The deposits are known 

to have been worked by the Portuguese at a site near Abakaliki in the 

last Central State as long as 300 years ago. Importa of lead and 

lead alloys to Nigeria have exceeded 1000 tons per year since about 

1W2, although lower amounts were Imported during the war. Much of 

th« lead use in Nigeria is reportedly for high grade solder (97%  Pb 

and 3X Sn), while the remainder is spread amone « •ultituée of smaller 

users. There aleo exists a IOCAI Xead battery rebuilding industry 

baaed on used ccslngs. 

3.  An operation to produce 1000 to 1500 tons of lead per year 

would be extremely small by the usual standards employed in the 

»ore industrialised nations. On the other hand, it may be possible 

to justify such an operation if it is baaed on the or« hearth method 

of lead smelting. This met hoc hss several advantages in thie particular 

instance. 

*.  * The unit can be started up or shut down on short notice 

without severe losses of heat ot  fuel. 

5. 

6. 

• Th« unit site can be small and can be Increased in con- 

venient multiplen if market volume dictates. 

e Th« ore hearth process can produce a soft (pure) lead 

product directly in a single step. 
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The procesa, however, i« not suited to «11 ore« and concentrâtes. 

The best ores for this method are high grade galena «ataríais that 

•re not too finely divided.    The lead content should be in excess 

of 70X with a silica content of ZX or less.    Table A-l shows the 

effect lead content in concentrate on lead recovery in ore hearth 

»welting.    Iron and ainc sulfides should not exceed 4% eince they 

combine with galena to give refractory compounds.    Silver and gold 

if present can be recovered subsequently by the Parkes process 

which is also labor intensive and easily adaptable. 

7.     The ore hearth consists of a shallow cast iron trough that is 
hand raked and rabbled.   The Newman furnace, a more recent modification, 

is mechanically rabbled.   The charge consists of a mixture of galena, 

sintered recycle flue dust and coke brease or charcoal which are 

spread in a relatively thin layer on the top of the molten lead bath. 

Lead sulfide is converted to lead and aulfur dioxide.    The molten 

lead is collected in the bath and a gray alag containing silica and 

lead is raked off.    In a amali operation the slag would be stockpiled 

until a more sophisticated processing tschnique such as blast furnace 

smelting could be justified by a larger market. 

S.     For high quality lead raw materials the fuel uaed ia relatively 

•mall.   While aome aolid carbonaceous fuel such as charcoal must be 

•deed to the charge, natural gas can be substituted if desired to 

provide ths msjor psrt of the hest requirement.    Very preliminary cal- 

culations are presented in Tables A-2 and A-3.    Because of ths preliminary 

mature of theee calculations, the high rste of return shown In Tabi« A-3 

should be interpreted as Indicating that a venture of this type would 

be profitable. 
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TABLE A-2 

.^t^V ESTIMATE OFJggjATTJir POST OF THB LEAP SMELT« 

Process: 
Production: 
Operation: 
Investment: 
Recovery : 
Concentrates i 

Oro Hearth Production of Lead fro» 82% Concntr.U 
1,500 Long Tons of Lead per Year 
250 Days per Year 
§100,000 

ZZ*nà £1 MO P« t. .<«« «i«*». - «««•• 

Ite» 

R• Materials 

Concentrates 

Charcoal 

Limestone 

Utilities 

Satural Gas 

Power 

Dir«ct Labor 

Foreuan 

Operators 

i'elpers 

CverUer-d 6 100% Direct 

Maintenance Labor 

foreman 

Mechanics 

Helpers 

¿'^intennnce Supplies) # 

TOTAL DIRECT COST 

Units j/Unlt 

Long Tons 80 

Million Btu O.iiO 

Long Tons    3.00 

0.2S 

.010 

A. 20 

2.38 

0.98 

ilillion Btu 

kwh 

lian-day 

Man-day 

Man-day 

Labor 

Man-day *«20 

Man-day 2*38 

Man-day °«w 

4% Capital Investment 

8.1 

0.9 

0.1. 

9.1 

1,200 

4 

6 

12 

1 

4 

4 

648.00 

0.43 

0.50 

2.27 

12.00 

14.80 

14.28 

11.76 

42.84 

4.20 

9.52 

3.92 

làiPO 

782.54 
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I.       Capitai lavaataaat - $100.000 

XI.     Wmcklat Cavitai      -     $10,000 

III.   ialaa I«COMI   PO • 10a/lb. 

IV. 

P. 

Diract Coa£ 

Daproelation • 20S of Capital lavoal 

faaaa aad Iaauraae« t 21 of Capital I 

Ialaa Coat • M of Salaa 

latovaot on Workiaa Capital f 10S 

Total Oparatlat Coat 

Oraaa Profit 

laooaa Tax (aaaiawd 90S) 

lat Profit 

f/Ttifr 
214.00 

30.42 
13.32 

1.33 

21.30 

1*7.23 

SO. 7? 

24.30 

20.3$ 

Caá* Plav 41.71 

latara an 1 (Caak Plan/Capital lavaataaat) 02S 





APPENDIX B 

MINI-STEEL PLANTS 

1. Mini-steel plant» are small steel plants that primarily aarva tha 

local marketo.    A mini-steel plant producás steal from acrap (non-lata- 

grated) or from a primary source of iron (integrated) utilizing aoatly 

electric furnaces for steel making and usually incorpora tea caatlng and 

rolling facilities for the production of simple merchant products for 

tha local market.    In the U.  S.  there exist about 30 planta that are 

baaed on the mini-steel plant concept.    Majority of these plants had 

Initial capacities under 100,000 tons per year and output of each waa 

mainly reinforcing bars for a nearby market.   Mini-it eel planta as con- 

calved today are larger and would produce 200,000 to 300,000 tons/year 

of finished products.   Traditional mini-plants in Europe are in Northern 

Italy and Sweden.    Some of the more modern North American facllltiee 

utilising direct reduction are Oregon Steel, Georgetown Steal and the 
three HyL planta in Mexico. 

2. There are several reasons for the development of the mini-steal 
planta: 

3. (1) Location Factors--»The mini-steel plants atarted out in place« 

that were far from the mejor stsel producing centers and where transpor- 

tation costa were high.    In the 0. S., the mini-pianta serve as an 

adjunct to tha regional service, centers of the large steel mills.    In 

general, they fill anali ordere at comparable prices and with shorter 

delivery tinea. 

4»     Where acrap was available, the ainl-eteel piente were aet up to 

serve the local market so that although their operating costs were gen- 

erally higher than those of the major producers, they could take advan- 

tage of lower freight, overhead and Inventory coats and at times of 

locally available competitive energy and labor costs. 
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5*       <2> technological Factors—The major technological factors which have 

contributed to the growth of the modern mini-steel plants have been con- 

tinuous casting, direel reduction of iron ores or pellets, and availability 

of more efficient electric furnaces. 

6.       (3) Process Economics—In addition to the location advantages that 

mini-steel plants can have, there have been other developments which make 

direct reduction-electric furnace steelmaking concept more attractive. 

The cost of coking coal  is increasing and it ia expensive to adapt pre- 

existing coking ovens  in order to meet the recent air pollution require- 

ments.     In certain areas, low-cost power from large fossil fuel, nuclear, 

or hydroelectric power stations has become available. 

7'       W Application to Developing Economies—The mini-steel plant concept 

has numerous advantages to developing economies.    In addition to the fact 

that the technology of mini-plant steelmakinR has already been developed, 

such steel plants are economic in email units which are better suited to 

smaller markets in the less developed countries.    In the developing coun- 

tries,  large quantities of scrap are generally not available, hence, a 

mini-steel plant would have to be based primarily on directly reduced iron 

units.    Other possible sources of iron units can be pyrite or pyrrhotite 

eluderà from sulfuric acid manufacturing operations or iron oxide produced 

from other mineral beneficiation operations such as copper ore processing, 

or the newer technology of upgrading ilmenite to synthetic rutile.    A 

wide variety of energy sources is applicable to direct reduction.    For 

example,  steam coal or coke can be uaed in SL/RN process; reducing gases 

in the HyL, Armco, Midrex and FIOR processes and electric power in tflberg 

and Ty8land-llole processes. 

8.      The demand for steel in many developing countries is related to the 

construction industry and the mini-steel plant is ideally suited to pro- 

duce reinforcing and hot rolled bars.    The plant capacity and product 

mix can be sized at the level appropriate to the market. 



APPENDIX C 

INDUSTRIAL MVELOMflMT TUSTKüTE  (IMDI). MIMAS CHUIS STATE.  BIAZT1 

1. MIDI »ae created ln W67 by the state electric company end the atete 

development benk to broaden the state'« industrial bate by attracting 

private investment.    In 1969, Arthur D. Little, Inc.  (ADL), with assistance 

fro« Braiilian consulting fine began an Action Plan to help iwi iB 

identifying a program for accelerating the industriel development in 
Minas Garais. 

2. The protra« of work has included a broad analysis of ttte resources 

and inveetment cilmate in the etate; étudies of the most praising 

industrial sectore to identify specific industrial opportunities} «ad 

detailed evaluation of the moet promising opportunity. 

3. In the beginning, ell key personnel in INDI worked with an ADL counter- 

part and the ADL staff undertook the primary responsibility for pursuing 

the work and the training of the INDI staff »ember.   Nov, «ftor two years, 

the roles of IDDI staff and ADL counterpart, are eeeentially reversed and 

ADL participation hae decreesed considerably.   The ADL staff is being used 

increasingly for internal consulting and our formal relationships with 

MDI under the present aaalgnment are expected to end next year. 

*.     As a part of this program, ADL has as slated INDI in planning the 

establlahmeot of a Mineral Technology Center, a reeearch cantar that »ill 

perform experimental work on evolving methods for the development of the 

stete's reeources end provide general consulting services to private 

industry.    Recent projecte et the center include slurry pipeline transport 

of iron oras, beneficiatlon of epetlts and othera. 





APPENDIX D 

REGIONAL MANUFACTURE OF IRON AND STEEL BY CONVENTIONAL METHODS— 

THE WEST AFRICAN SITUATION 

1. A proposal for a blast-furnace mill was put forth In Monrovia in 

October 1963 by the United Nations Economic Commission for Africa  (ECA) 

as part of its policy of encouraging the establishment of regionally 

and subregionally oriented Industries throughout Africa.    The proposal 

suggested the construction of a conventional blast-furnace steelmaklng 

facility with two blast  furnaces on the seacoast to serve a West African 

coastal and inland market from Senegal to the Congo (Brazzaville) on 

the coast» and including Mali, Upper Volt«, Niger, Chad, and the Central 

African Republic in the  interior.    The interior markets would be served 

by local direct-reduction plants to be constructed, when justified, in 

addition to the central blast-furnace plant.    The capacity of the central 

plant would be 700,000 tons per year.    The rich ore could come frost 

Liberia and/or Gabon.    Metallurgical-grade coal would be imported, but 

Nigerian coal could be incorporated in the mix charged to the coking plant. 

Three alternative plant locations were suggested:    at Buchanan in Liberia; 

at Tema in Ghana; and at Port Harcourt in Nigeria. 

2. Since the Monrovia meeting, there has been some noticeable activity 

between the West African nations on this question in terms of meetings and 

more detailed studies on aspects such as alternate plant locations and 

capacity.    Despite such activity, nothing definitive seems to have 

occurred in West Africa to supply its iron and steel markets fro« local 

resources. 

3. A direction to resolve these problems in West Africa and thereby 

establish an Industry to serve what is comparatively a small market could 

be the following: 

4. A blast-furnace industry could be created in West Africa if Nigeria, 

the country in West Africa which has the major market for the steel products 

were to act unilaterally.    Nigeria can build the industry to serve its own 

markets primarily but with allowances through trade agreements for other 
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countries  to take some product.     By this uethod, the complicated probi«» of 

resolving many national interest-*  to a coiuooa purpose is avoided.    By 

taking the initiative in suet»  a natinor, Nigeria vould be able  to act freely 

in connection with  the technical   and economic mattere  involved. 

5. Then,  the blast-furnace segment of  the industry could be located on 

the s ecco riB t  In ;M area accessible  to natural «as ?:nd rail connections.     The 

Port Harcourt region appear:-,  to bo. an ideal  location on the coast offering 

these advantages.     It has a direct *Mii <onnection to Nigeria's coal deposits 

to the north,   the potential  -ouree of char  or coke;  nilurnl gas  is abundant 

and available at  low cost; fuel oil   IH available without freight charge 

from the Port Harcourt refiuery;   limestone deposits exist nearby in Calabar; 

port facilities  are available;   and industria?, développant already exista. 

If  the export agreements with other councri.es  in West Africa should include 

processing foreign Iron ore,  this ore could b:; landed in the Port Harcourt 

region,  otherwise the iron units  troia Nigerian sources could reach the blast 

furnace by river transport. 

6. The capacity of 700,000  tons per year for hoc metal production would 

*jc too large foe a market based cu Nigeria's n^eds.    Therefore, only one of 

the two blast furnaces should be fcuiit initially and it should operate with 

simple practice.    Present c'ay developments  in technology permit a simple 

blast furnace to be constructed ufi  an  Initial step i»nd capacity to be added 

at a later date by Introducing < a-vnpes to t!  : operating practice.    For 

uxanpli,  the initial installation could be deoicned to iae run-of-raine iron 

ore,  to use conventional blast-temperatures, ana to make no provision for 

fuel injection, but the capacity of the ca«t house and the loading skip* would 

be overdesigned.     Liter, ne demand   lor production from the blast furnace 

increases, higher levels of burden preparation could be introduced, blast 

tuîuperatures could be increased,  and oil or gas injection practiced. 

7.      An example of  the improvement  in blast-furnace output capacity poa- 

• »ble by these methods  i3 in the production statistics for the United States 

between 1953 and 1902.    Tn 1953 the iron content of  the  total iron-bearing 

components in the burden vat;  50,3 percent,  and 18.6% of  the iron-bearing 

components was beneficiateci by adjustment of physical form and iron content. 
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By 1902 thane figurée rose to 55.5 and 54.4 percent respectively. Cok« 

rates war« reduced from 1,012 pound« par ton of Iron to 1,300, and tha «varata 

incraue in furnace capacity waa fro« 919 to 1,349 tona par day. This 

iaprovaaent In output aroae primarily from burdan improvement, but sos» 

cradlt for improvement la du« to the Introduction or wide-spraad uaa of fual 

Inj act Ion, high top-pressure operation, and hlghar blast-tesjparaturee. 

Soma of tha large 20-foot diameter blaat furnaea« today ara approaching 3,500 

tona par day capacity with 60-65 parcant iron contant and alaoat 100 

parcant preparation In tha burden, while corresponding coke ratea are 

decreaelag toward 1,000 pound« per ton. An equally radical Improvement 

should occur whan tha uaa of prareducad «aglomérate» in the burdan la 

Introduced. 

0.  Local coal resource« at flrat could be uaad aa a blending agaat 

wleh imported metallurgical coal. Eventually, whan tha plant la wall 

established with its own trained ataff, it could undertake to evaluate 

of tha new "synthetic" metallurgical coke proteas. 

9.  An Important feature in such a plan la for exports fro« a central 

blast-furnace facility to coapris« only steal billete or alaba M that 

potentially labor-intensiv« rolling operations can be sited In tee In- 

dividual countries near the market«. Aleo, when local rolled product 

market« for epecialised ahapea are too ««all to support the local opera- 

tion, a central facility to s«rve tha aggregate Markets can be considered! 

and the nun* er of such facili ti«« can be allocated among tha nation« of 

tha ragion. In a large nation sueh as Nigeria, such aa approach to 

decentralisation night also he conaldered. 





APPENDIX E 

IMPACT OF FUEL COST OK DIRECT REDUCTION IM DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

1.  When energy costs are low enough to compensate for a freight disadvantage, 

a large-scale western-type plant can compete successfully in the world market. 

Consider a direct reduction facility requiring 15 to 20 million Btu per ton of 

reduced product (90S! Fe, 95* metallized). Let us assume that there is a choice 

in placing the reduction facility in an industrialized country where gas 

costs are $0.60 per million Btu or in a developing country with large gas 

supplies available at $0.20 per million Btu. The difference in gas costs 

Is between $6.60 and $8.00 per ton of reduced product and can be used to 

offset the necessary transportation and handling costs entailed in getting 

iron ore or oxide pellets to the reduction facility. Of course, this is an 

oversimplified picture of a direct reduction facility but it does serve to 

point out an area of new "western technology" that can be quite competitive 

In som developing countries with the world industry. 

2.  Should the low cost fuel be available in a developing country that 

Is on one of the world's major iron ore routes, the savings in gas costs 

(loss the incremental handling costs) plus the reduction in shipping weight 

cam Increase the attractiveness of a venture of this type. 






